ACROSS

2 A temporary organization formed by JFK to assist with the management of the missile crisis
5 This event marked the closest the U.S. have ever come to nuclear war
7 To resolve the missile crisis the U.S. agreed to remove their missiles from
10 Castro had significant support from this group
11 Cuban who overthrew the U.S. backed dictator
13 During the missile crisis military leaders pressured JFK to use _____ to remove the missiles
16 Soviet leader during JFK presidency
18 Developed the plan to remove Castro from power
19 By the time of his death JFK had sent 16000 military advisors to this country
20 Site of a meeting between U.S. and Soviet leaders

DOWN

1 Program that sent volunteers abroad as educators, healthcare workers and technicians
3 When Cuba became communist it was an indication that this policy had failed
4 Marshall Plan for Latin America
6 A military catastrophe, resulting in failure and a source of embarrassment for America
8 A characteristic of many of the Cubans who fled Cuba after the revolution
9 Following Vienna JFK increased _____ by 3X
12 Created to stop the flow of refugees from East to West Germany
14 Tactic utilized by JFK during the missile crisis
15 Dictator of Cuba who was supported by the United States
17 Name of the East German Secret Police